
PRESENTATION CHECKLIST 

Overall Presentation Met the Following Criteria: 

Contained a clear beginning, middle and ending 

Introduction clearly stated what was going to be discussed ("Tell them what you are going to tell them") 

Objectives were outlined and SMART (specific, measurable, attainable, relevant and time framed) 

Key points were made and emphasized - i.e. Repetition, Questioning Audience/Brief back ("Tell them") 

Audience understanding was measured (evaluation, questioning audience/brief back or implementing pre/post test) 

Ending clearly summarized what was discussed ("Tell them what you told them") 

Stayed within time constraints 

Easy to understand and follow 

Title was engaging 

Not read verbatim from the slides 

Presenter clearly understood subject matter 

Incorporated "backwards planning" - presentation built from learning objectives to ensure education leads to the desired learner 
outcomes 

Resource and reference tools were provided 

Presenter built rapport with the audience by: 

Avoiding derogatory/offensive humor 

Using humor as a tool, not as primary focus 

Humor was relevant, focused and current 

Dressing appropriately 

Tone and volume were varied to engage audience 

Incorporating full stage, used pacing 

Using natural body language, hand motions and eye contact 

Presenting with confidence 

Encouraging audience interaction by asking for questions from audience or posing questions to audience for response 

Language was appropriate - avoided use of jargon, "I", slang or colloquialisms 

Effectively dealing with disputes/challenges by clearly stating facts/agreeing/disagreeing pleasantly 

PowerPoint presentation met the following criteria: 

Visually appealing 

Empty space was embraced 

BODY of presentation - Sans Serif font like Arial Bold was used 

BODY of presentation - Font size easy to read (around 36 points, minimum of 32 points) 

HEADER of presentation - Serif font like Garamond was used 

Visual contrast was used and color of text was appropriate (red on dark background was avoided) 

Bullets, if used, were appropriately spaced 

Graphics, images, illustrations, etc. were incorporated to make the presentation engaging 

Video clips, arrows, animations and transitions were incorporated to make the presentation engaging 

Key points were visually evident 

3 points or less per slide 



 


